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(57) Abstract:  The invention provides a turning stand for turning a rotor hub from a position having its prospective axis of rotation oriented vertically to a position having its prospective axis of rotation oriented inclined or transversely to a vertical orientation. The turning stand comprises a base frame, a curved support frame and a second attachment structure for attachment of a lifting device to the rotor hub. The base frame has a support plane and a first attachment structure for attachment to a rotor shaft link of a rotor hub, the support plane and the first attachment structure being arranged on opposite sides of the base frame. The curved support frame comprises a curved frame section and a straight frame section having a curved support surface section and a straight support surface section, respectively. The straight frame section with the straight support surface section is arranged laterally of the prospective axis of rotation of the rotor hub and the straight support surface section is angled to the prospective axis of rotation of the rotor hub by less than 15°. The curved frame section is connected between the base frame and the straight frame section such that the curved support surface section curves from the support plane to the straight support surface section. The second attachment structure is arranged laterally to the prospective axis of rotation of the rotor hub and is arranged on an opposite side of the position for the rotor hub with respect to the straight frame section. The invention further provides a method for turning a rotor hub from a position having its prospective axis of rotation oriented vertically to a position having its prospective axis of rotation oriented inclined or transversely to a vertical orientation. A rotor hub is provided in an inventive turning stand with a rotor shaft link of the rotor hub being [Continued on next page]
attached to the first attachment structure. The second attachment structure is attached to the rotor hub. A lifting device is attached to the second attachment structure and lifts the second attachment structure, thereby rolling off the rotor hub on the curved support surface section until the prospective axis of rotation of the rotor hub is oriented in an angle with respect to ground corresponding to the angle of the axis of rotation of the rotor shaft with respect to ground.
Turning Stand for a Rotor Hub of a Wind Turbine
and Method for Turning the Rotor Hub

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is directed to a turning stand for a rotor hub of a wind turbine and a method for turning a rotor hub from a transport position to a position oriented in preparation for attachment to a rotor shaft of a wind turbine.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART

A wind turbine as known in the art comprises a tapered wind turbine tower and a wind turbine nacelle positioned on top of the tower. A wind turbine rotor with a number of rotor blades is connected to the nacelle by means of a rotor hub carried by a rotor shaft, which extends out of the nacelle front. An exemplary wind turbine in a horizontal axis wind turbine configuration is illustrated in Fig. 1.

A radius of the rotor influences the performance of the wind turbine. For example, a wind turbine with an increased radius may deliver power even in lighter wind conditions. Likewise, a wind turbine with an increased radius may deliver more power than a given wind turbine at any given wind. The radius of the rotor is essentially determined by the length of the rotor blades. Hence, the rotor blades of recently erected wind turbines have become longer and longer. However, even though light weight materials and structures are used, the blades get heavier with length and gain not only in leverage, but also in centrifugal force. The weight, leverage and centrifugal force of the rotor blades are received by the rotor hub. During operation, the rotor hub receives additionally the increased torque from the ever longer rotor blades and translates the torques into a rotation. The rotor hub is adapted to transmit all these loads to the rotor shaft.

Thus, the rotor hub provides massive structures to connect the rotor hub to the rotor blades and to the rotor shaft, and thereby rigidly connects the rotor blades to the rotor shaft. The massive structures comprise structures such as blade bearings and a rotor shaft link adapted
to provide attachment structures for the rotor blades and the rotor shaft, respectively, to the 
rotor hub, as well as structures transmitting the loads from the rotor blades to the rotor 
shaft. The attachment structures are designed to allow instant attachment of the rotor hub 
to the rotor shaft. The attachment structures are also designed to allow assembling the rotor 
on the erection site of the wind turbine after transport of the detached rotor parts and 
particularly with the rotor hub attached to the rotor shaft before assembly of the rotor.

The rotor hub also comprises control gear to adjust the rotor blades in order to harvest an 
optimum in energy over a wide range of wind conditions and directions or to operate the 
wind turbine in any desired mode. Particularly, the rotor hub may contain rotor blade pitch 
control gear drives for common and for individual blade pitch adjustment. Adjustment of 
the rotor blades implies that the rotor hub not only contains structures holding the rotor 
blades, but also allowing rotation of the rotor blades about a respective length axis of each 
rotor blade.

Therefore, the rotor hub is a particularly heavy structure which gets heavier with the size of 
a wind turbine and particularly its radius. The rotor hub also requires to be handled with 
great care. Should the rotor hub be damaged and receive an imbalance during handling, the 
rotor shaft bearing might receive additional imbalanced loads leading to additional wear. In 
some cases of damage an optimal operation of the wind turbine is to be sacrificed to 
maintain a projected lifespan of the wind turbine plant and its components.

With the rotor hub being a rather heavy structure, it may not be allowed to move, to turn, 
or - suspended from a crane - to swing in a somewhat uncontrolled manner, as it may 
damage surrounding objects and harm bystand ing operators.

Also, the rotor hub should not be supported on any arbitrary section of its outer surface, but 
should preferably be arranged to bear on one of its attachment structures, preferably on the 
rotor shaft link. Usually, the rotor hub will be stored and transported with the rotor shaft 
link facing downwards and resting on some kind of dedicated support structure.

In the following, the position of the rotor hub with the rotor shaft link facing downwards 
will be referred to as "transport position". In this position a prospective axis of rotation of
the rotor hub, i.e., the axis about which the rotor hub will rotate during operation at the wind turbine, extends vertically with respect to ground.

To bring the rotor hub from the transport position into an orientation for installation, the rotor hub is to be turned such that the prospective axis of rotation is in parallel to the axis of rotation of the rotor shaft. In some embodiments, in this position the prospective axis of rotation is oriented inclined or transversally to a vertical orientation. Particularly in horizontal axis wind turbines, the prospective axis of rotation in the orientation for installation extends essentially parallel with respect to ground, i.e., parallel or tilted by some degrees with respect to ground as it is common in the art. In the following, the term "ground" shall mean a plane with a normal vector collinear to a gravity vector.

However, if simply one side of the rotor hub is lifted in order to tilt the rotor hub, the rotor hub would be supported only by the lifting attachment and some point on a side of the rotor hub opposite to the lifting attachment. This will be an instable condition if a centre of gravity of the rotor hub lies above a connecting line between these two support points. Hence, the rotor hub could topple to the side and possibly start swinging around when suspended from a crane. The swinging around is potentially dangerous and can be difficult to be controlled. Further, such swinging around of the rotor hub suspended from a crane needs to be attenuated before attempting to attach the rotor hub to the rotor shaft.

In the past, a rotor hub has been attached with one or more rotor blades and the rotor blade has been used as a lever to allow slow turning of the rotor hub while the rotor hub is lifted into its final position. However, this method requires coordination of two cranes at the same time, one to control and lift the rotor hub and one to control and lift the rotor blade.

EP 2 226 496 A2 refers to adjusting an orientation of parts for installation on a wind turbine, e.g. adjusting an orientation of a blade bearing for installation. To this end a lifting device has an inverse U-shaped carrying frame holding a tilting frame between its lateral arms.

EP 2 434 141 A1 discloses that during manufacture of a wind turbine, components are mounted on both sides of a yaw bedplate. To this end, the bedplate may be flipped over.
Particularly, the bedplate is installed in a yaw turning apparatus having a lifting device and a turning device. The turning device may turn the bedplate after the lifting device has lifted the bedplate.

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide for controlled turning of a rotor hub from an orientation having a rotor shaft link facing downwards to an orientation having a prospective axis of rotation oriented in preparation for attachment to a rotor shaft of a wind turbine.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

While the invention is defined in the independent claims, further aspects of the invention are set forth in the dependent claims, the following description and the drawings.

According to a first aspect, the invention provides a turning stand for turning a rotor hub from a transport position to a position oriented in preparation for attachment to a rotor shaft of a wind turbine. The turning stand comprises a base frame having a support plane and a first attachment structure for attachment to a rotor shaft link of a rotor hub, the first attachment structure being arranged to be aligned to a prospective axis of rotation of the rotor hub and the support plane being arranged to extend perpendicularly to the prospective axis of rotation of the rotor hub; a curved support frame comprising a curved frame section and a straight frame section having a curved support surface section and a straight support surface section, respectively; and a second attachment structure for attachment of a lifting device to the rotor hub; wherein the straight frame section with the straight support surface section is arranged to be lateral of the prospective axis of rotation of the rotor hub and the straight support surface section is oriented in a non-zero angle to the support plane; the curved frame section is connected between the base frame and the straight frame section, such that the curved support surface section curves from the support plane to the straight support surface section; and the second attachment structure is adapted to be arranged laterally to the prospective axis of rotation of the rotor hub and is adapted to be arranged on an opposite side of the position for the rotor hub with respect to the straight frame section.
Preferably, the support plane and the first attachment structure are arranged on opposite sides of the base frame.

Preferably, the straight support surface section is arranged to be oriented such that when the rotor hub is turned to the position having the prospective axis of rotation oriented inclined or transversally to the vertical orientation, the straight support surface section is horizontal. Preferably, the straight support surface section is arranged to be angled to the prospective axis of rotation of the rotor hub to match the inclined or transversal orientation to the vertical orientation. Preferably, the straight support surface section is arranged to be angled to the prospective axis of rotation of the rotor hub to match a tilt angle of the rotor shaft. Preferably, the straight support surface section is arranged to be angled to the prospective axis of rotation of the rotor hub by less than 15°.

According to another aspect, the invention further provides a method for turning a hub from a transport position to a position oriented in preparation for attachment to a rotor shaft of a wind turbine. The method comprises providing a rotor hub in a turning stand according to the first aspect with a rotor shaft link of the rotor hub being attached to the first attachment structure, the turning stand and the rotor hub being in the transport position with the base frame below the rotor hub; attaching the second attachment structure to the rotor hub; attaching a lifting device to the second attachment structure; and lifting the second attachment structure, thereby rolling off the rotor hub on the curved support surface section until the prospective axis of rotation of the rotor hub is oriented in an angle with respect to ground corresponding to the angle of the axis of rotation of the rotor shaft with respect to ground.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Embodiments of the present invention are explained by example with respect to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 illustrates a large modern wind turbine according to the state of the art, as seen from the front,
Fig. 2A shows a rotor hub attached to a turning stand according to the invention, the rotor hub being in a transport position.

Fig. 2B shows a rotor hub attached to a turning stand according to the invention, the rotor hub being in a position oriented in preparation for attachment to a rotor shaft for a wind turbine.

Fig. 3A shows a rotor hub provided in a turning stand according to the invention in a transport position.

Fig. 3B shows a rotor hub in a turning stand according to the invention being lifted at an attachment structure and rolling off on a curved support surface.

Fig. 3C shows the rotor hub and the turning stand according to the invention in a final position with the rotor hub being suspended to an attachment structure and supported by the turning stand.

Fig. 3D shows the rotor hub and the turning stand according to the invention in the final position with the turning stand being supported by an auxiliary support frame, and

Fig. 3E shows a rotor hub suspended by an attachment structure and detached from the turning stand according to the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

Fig. 1 shows a wind turbine 102 with a nacelle 104, and a rotor hub 106 pivotally mounted to the nacelle 104 via a rotor shaft. The rotor shaft extends from the rotor hub 106 facing away from the viewer and is therefore not shown. The nacelle 104 is mounted on a wind turbine tower 108 via a rotary joint. The rotor hub 106 of the wind turbine includes three wind turbine blades 110 attached to the rotor hub 106. The rotor hub 106 is adapted to rotate about its axis of rotation, which is aligned to an axis of rotation of the rotor shaft, such that the rotor blades 110 sweep a rotational plane substantially perpendicular to the axes of rotation. The axes of rotation are essentially parallel with respect to ground, i.e.,
parallel or tilted by a tilt angle of some degrees with respect to ground, in some embodiments less than 15°, preferably less than 10°, in some embodiments 6°. The tilt angle is the angle of the axis of rotation of the rotor shaft of the wind turbine with respect to ground.

Before proceeding further with the detailed description of the embodiments of the invention, some general aspects of the turning stand are discussed. A turning stand for turning a rotor hub from a position having its prospective axis of rotation oriented vertically to a position having its prospective axis of rotation oriented inclined or transversally to a vertical orientation comprises a base frame having a support plane and a first attachment structure for attachment to a rotor shaft link of a rotor hub, the support plane and the first attachment structure being arranged on opposite sides of the base frame, the first attachment structure being aligned to a prospective axis of rotation of the rotor hub and the support plane extending perpendicularly to the prospective axis of rotation of the rotor hub. The turning stand further comprises a curved support frame comprising a curved frame section and a straight frame section having a curved support surface section and a straight support surface section, respectively, and a second attachment structure for attachment of a lifting device to the rotor hub. The straight frame section with the straight support surface section is arranged to be lateral of the prospective axis of rotation of the rotor hub. The straight support surface section is arranged to be angled to the prospective axis of rotation of the rotor hub to match the inclined or transversal orientation to the vertical orientation. The curved frame section is connected between the base frame and the straight frame section such that the curved support surface section curves from the support plane to the straight support surface section. The second attachment structure is arranged laterally to the prospective axis of rotation of the rotor hub and is arranged on an opposite side of the position for the rotor hub with respect to the straight frame section.

In some embodiments a position having its prospective axis of rotation oriented vertically corresponds to a transport position of the rotor hub. In some embodiments a position having its prospective axis of rotation oriented inclined or transversally to a vertical orientation corresponds to a position oriented in preparation for attachment to a rotor shaft of a wind turbine. In some embodiments an inclined or transversal orientation to the vertical orientation corresponds to a tilt angle of the rotor shaft.
In some embodiments the straight support surface section is arranged to be angled by less than 15°, preferably by less that 8° and most preferably by 6°.

In some embodiments the curved support surface section abuts flush with the support plane and the straight support surface section, respectively.

In some embodiments the turning stand further comprises an abutment structure for an auxiliary support frame, the abutment structure being arranged adjacent to the connection between the base frame and the curved frame section.

In some embodiments the second attachment structure is adapted to engage a blade bearing of the rotor hub.

In some embodiments the curved support surface section has a quarter circular shape.

In some embodiments the curved support frame has a first curved support surface section, a first straight support surface section, a second curved support surface section and a second straight support surface section, the first and second curved support surface sections abut the first and second straight support surface sections, respectively, the first curved support surface section and the first straight support surface section extend in parallel to the second curved support surface section and the second straight support surface section, respectively, and the first curved support surface section and the first straight support surface section are spaced apart from the second curved support surface section and the second straight support surface section, respectively.

In some embodiments the first curved support surface section and the first straight support surface section are spaced apart from the second curved support surface section and the second straight support surface section by the width of a side of the base frame, from which side the curved support frame extends.

In some embodiments the first and second straight support surface sections are connected by a transverse bar.
In some embodiments the second attachment structure comprises a lifting device attachment means, which is positioned, when attached to a rotor hub, such that a connecting line to the centre of gravity of the rotor hub is angled with respect to an orthogonal line to the prospective axis of rotation of the rotor hub by less than 15°, preferably by 6°.

In some embodiments the straight support surface section is oriented to the support plane by an angle equal to the sum of the tilt angle and a right angle.

A method for turning a rotor hub from a position having its prospective axis of rotation oriented vertically to a position having its prospective axis of rotation oriented inclined or transversally to a vertical orientation comprises providing a rotor hub in a turning stand according to any of the embodiments described above with a rotor shaft link of the rotor hub being attached to the first attachment structure, the turning stand and the rotor hub being in the transport position with the base frame below the rotor hub, attaching the second attachment structure to the rotor hub, attaching a lifting device to the second attachment structure and lifting the second attachment structure, thereby rolling off the rotor hub on the curved support surface section until the prospective axis of rotation of the rotor hub is oriented in an angle with respect to ground corresponding to the angle of the axis of rotation of the rotor shaft with respect to ground.

In some embodiments the method comprises placing the rotor hub on the turning stand, attaching the first attachment structure to the rotor shaft link of the rotor hub and transporting the rotor hub and the turning stand to an erection site of a wind turbine.

In some embodiments the method further comprises, after rolling off the rotor hub on the curved support surface, disposing an auxiliary support frame under the abutment structure of the base frame in order to prevent the turning stand from rolling back.

In some embodiments the method further comprises detaching the rotor hub from the base frame and lifting the rotor hub by means of the lifting device into an attachment position.
Fig. 2A shows a rotor hub 106 mounted on a turning stand 210 in an initial position. The rotor hub 106 comprises a rotor shaft link 201 (see Fig. 2B) for attachment of the rotor hub 106 to a rotor shaft and at least one blade bearing 202 for attachment of a rotor blade 110. In the depicted embodiment the rotor hub 106 is oriented such that its prospective axis of rotation extends in a vertical direction with respect to ground, i.e., the prospective axis of rotation is collinear to a gravity vector. The prospective axis of rotation will be the axis of rotation of the rotor hub 106 after the rotor hub 106 is installed on the wind turbine 102 and attached to the rotor shaft. The rotor shaft link 201 faces downwards and is essentially arranged radially around the prospective axis of rotation 203. The rotor hub 106 further comprises a nose cone 204 facing upwards and being likewise arranged radially around the prospective axis of rotation 203. The nose cone 204 may be removed from the rotor hub 106 to allow access to the inside of the rotor hub 106 while installed on the wind turbine 102 without removing any of the wind turbine blades 110. The at least one blade bearing 202 is arranged such that a blade attached thereto extends perpendicularly to the prospective axis of rotation. In some embodiments, the blade bearing 202 is tilted with respect to the prospective axis of rotation 203 by several degrees, for example less than 10°. The rotor hub 106 connects the blade bearing 202 to the rotor shaft link 201 and is adapted to transmit torque from a turbine blade 110 to the rotor shaft.

The turning stand 210 comprises a base frame 211 and a curved support frame 214. In the depicted embodiment, the base frame 211 and the curved support frame 214 are formed by use of double-T-beams. The base frame 211 in the depicted embodiment has a flat shape. The base frame 211 is provided with a first attachment structure 212 for attachment of the rotor shaft link 201 and a support plane 213 on which the turning stand 210 rests on ground. In some embodiments, the support plane 213 is formed as an integral or multipiece flat support surface. The first attachment structure 212 and the support plane 213 are arranged on opposite sides of the base frame 211, such that the shortest dimension of the base frame 211 extends from the support plane 213 to the first attachment structure 212. In the depicted embodiment, the base frame 211 has an oblong shape and extends in two directions parallel to ground and is limited to the thickness of the double-T-beams comprised therein in a vertical direction. The support plane 213 is formed by the outside of the flanges of the double-T-beams on one side of the base frame 211. In alternative
embodiments, the base frame has a triangular shape or a cross shape and the support plane is formed by discrete support points.

In the depicted embodiment, the curved support frame 214 comprises a curved frame section 215 and a straight frame section 216. The curved frame section 215 comprises a curved support surface section 215a and the straight frame section 216 comprises a straight support surface section 216a. At the respective interfaces, the curved support surface section 215a abuts flush to the support plane 213 of the base frame 211, and the straight support surface section 216a abuts flush to the curved support surface section 215a. In some embodiments the straight support surface section 216a is extremely short or only constitutes an end of the curved support surface section 215a.

With respect to the base frame 211, the curved support frame 214 comprises a proximate section 217 and a distal section 218, wherein the distal section 218 comprises the straight frame section 216.

In some embodiments, the angle of the straight support surface section 216a with respect to the prospective axis of rotation 203 of the rotor hub 106 corresponds to the tilt angle of the rotor shaft. Thus, if the rotor shaft extends parallel to ground, the straight support surface section 216a extends in parallel to the prospective axis of rotation 203 of the rotor hub 106. If the rotor shaft is somehow tilted by a certain angle with respect to ground, the straight support surface section 216a extends with the same or a similar angle with respect to the prospective axis of rotation 203 of the rotor hub 106.

In other embodiments the straight support surface section 216a is parallel to the prospective axis of rotation 203 of the rotor hub 106 even if the rotor shaft is somehow tilted by a certain angle with respect to ground.

As the support plane 213 of the base frame 211 extends perpendicularly to the prospective axis of rotation 203 of the rotor hub 106, the straight support surface section 216a is oriented to the support plane 213 by an angle equal to the sum of the tilt angle and a right angle.
The curved support surface section 215a curves from the support plane 213 facing downwards and extending essentially perpendicularly to the prospective axis of rotation 203 to an orientation of the straight support surface section 216a. In some embodiments the curved support surface section 215a has a quarter circular shape.

In the depicted embodiment, the curved support frame 214 has a first curved support surface section 215a, a first straight support surface section 216a, a second curved support surface section 215a and a second straight support surface section 216a. The first curved support surface section 215a and the first straight support surface section 216a extend in parallel to and are spaced apart from the second curved support surface section 215a and the second straight support surface section 216a, respectively. The spacing corresponds to the width of one side of the oblong base frame 211, from which side the curved support frame 214 extends.

In the distal section 218 the straight support surface sections 216a of the curved support frame 214 are connected by a transverse bar 219 at their outermost end. In an alternative embodiment (not shown) only one curved support surface section 215a and one straight support surface section 216 are provided and the transverse bar 219 is arranged in a T-shaped configuration on the outermost end of the straight support surface section 216a. In a further embodiment the transverse bar 219 intersects the straight frame section 216 along its length. In all of these embodiments the transverse bar 219 extends in parallel to the support plane 213.

In the depicted embodiment the base frame 211 and the curved support frame 214 are formed by double-T-beams. At the base frame 211 the double-T-beams may be welded or screwed together. To connect the base frame 211 and the curved support frame 214, two parallel double-T-beams of the base frame 211 are provided with flanges at one side, and likewise, the curved support frame 214 is provided with flanges at the end of the proximate section 217. The flanges of the base frame 211 and the curved support frame 214 are screwed together in the depicted embodiment. Alternatively they may be connected by any suitable means known in the art.
In some embodiments the transverse bar 219 is likewise welded to the straight frame section 216 at the distal section 218. The transverse bar is formed as double-T-beam or alternatively as a C-beam. In an embodiment, the surface at one side of the transverse bar 219 is arranged to be flush with the straight support surface section 216a. In some embodiments the straight support surface section 216 is formed by the side of the transverse bar 219 and the distal end of the curved support surface section 215a.

In further embodiments, the curved support surface section is contracted to a sharp edge over which the rotor hub may be tilted, and the sharp edge is connected to the support plane 213 via a further straight surface section, or the curved surface section shaped as a sharp edge interfaces with the support plane 213.

Preferably, no portion of the rotor hub 106 installed on the turning stand 210 extends beyond the curved support surface section 215a and the straight support surface section 216a. Thereby the rotor hub 106 does not touch ground before, during or after rolling off.

The turning stand 210 further comprises a second attachment structure 220 for attachment of a lifting device to the rotor hub 106. The second attachment structure 220 is arranged laterally to the prospective axis of rotation 203 of the rotor hub 106 and is arranged on an opposite side of the prospective axis of rotation 203 with respect to the straight frame section 216 of the curved support frame 214. When lifting the second attachment structure 220, the rotor hub 106 and the turning stand 210 are supported not only by the lifting device, but also by the curved support frame 214 and rest on the curved support surface section 215a. During lifting the turning stand 210 and the rotor hub 106 roll off on the curved support surface section 215a, thereby turning the prospective axis of rotation 203 of the rotor hub 106 as indicated by arrow 250.

Fig. 2B shows the turning stand 210 and the rotor hub 106 in a final position after rolling off. The prospective axis of rotation 203 of the rotor hub 106 has an orientation with respect to ground corresponding to the tilt angle of the rotor shaft. From this newly assumed orientation, by turning the rotor hub 106 adequately about its present vertical axis, the prospective axis of rotation 203 becomes parallel to an axis of rotation of the rotor shaft. The straight support surface section 216a rests on ground.
In the depicted embodiment, an auxiliary support frame 230 is provided under the base frame 211 to support the base frame 211 from ground, thus to prevent the turning stand 210 from rolling back and to maintain the turning stand 210 in the final position. The auxiliary support frame 230 in the depicted embodiment is formed of two beam structures 231 each provided in triangle configurations. The beam structures are stabilised by diagonal bracings 232. The auxiliary support frame 230 engages an abutment structure 211a of the base frame 211.

The abutment structure 211a in the shown embodiment is arranged adjacent to the proximate section 217 of the curved support frame and between the first and second curved support surface sections 215a and on a side of the base frame 211 facing ground in the orientation shown in Fig. 2B. The abutment structure 211a is formed to match an upper surface of the auxiliary support frame 230. In one embodiment, the abutment structure 211a is formed to receive a spigot of the auxiliary support frame 230. In another embodiment the abutment structure 211a only provides a blunt edge which is received in a recess in a top portion of the auxiliary support frame 230.

The auxiliary support frame 230 is adapted to be moved and placed under the base frame 211 in the final position by means of a fork lifter or a similar transport and lifting device. In further embodiments, the auxiliary support frame 230 may have wheels and may be pushed into position or, in further embodiments, may be self-propelled for positioning and removal. In other embodiments, the turning stand 210 and the rotor hub 106 are rolled off and then lifted onto the auxiliary support frame 230. In these embodiments, the auxiliary support frame 230 may even remain on its position and does not need to be mobile.

In alternative embodiments the auxiliary support frame 230 is hinged from the abutment structure 211a and is adapted to swing from a position between the first and second curved support surface sections 215a into its abutment position once the turning stand 210 is in rolled off.

In the position shown in Fig. 2B the turning stand 210 with the rotor hub 106 is either detached from the lifting device and stored on the turning stand 210 and the auxiliary
support frame 230 until further use, or the lifting device remains attached to the second attachment structure 220 such that the rotor hub 106 is essentially suspended from the lifting device. As soon as the lifting device carries the weight of the rotor hub 106, the rotor shaft link 201 may be disengaged from the first attachment structure 212, such that the rotor hub is detached from the turning stand 210. After removing the rotor hub 106 from the turning stand 210, the rotor hub 106 is turned about its vertical axis until the prospective axis of rotation 203 of the rotor hub is parallel to the axis of rotation of the rotor shaft. The rotor hub 106 is further lifted into position for installation on the wind turbine rotor shaft as indicated by arrow 260. After the rotor hub 106 has been detached, the auxiliary support frame prevents that the turning stand 210 rolls back, which otherwise could cause damage to the rotor hub 106 and to operators and structures around the turning stand 210.

For example, the lifting device is a crane and the second attachment structure may essentially be adapted for engagement with a crane hook.

In the embodiment depicted in Fig. 2B, the base frame 211 is stabilised by diagonal bracings formed by intersecting cross beams 211b connecting diagonal corners of the oblong base frame 211.

Figs. 3A to E show a process of turning the rotor hub 106 from a transport position to a final position, the final position having an orientation with respect to ground corresponding to the tilt angle of the rotor shaft of the wind turbine, and further removing the rotor hub 106 from the turning stand 210.

In Fig. 3A, the rotor hub 106 is placed on the turning stand 210. To this end, a T-yoke is attached to the rotor hub 106 through a hole in the nose cone 204 and lifts the hub onto the turning stand 210. During placing the rotor hub 106 is oriented with its prospective axis of rotation 203 oriented vertically and its rotor shaft link 201 facing ground. The rotor hub 106 is placed on the first attachment structure 212 on the base frame 211 of the turning stand 210. Then, the rotor hub 106 is attached to the first attachment structure 212. In some embodiments the first attachment structure 212 has a surface corresponding to the attachment surface of a rotor shaft, such that the rotor shaft link 201 may be attached to the
first attachment structure 212 in the same way as the rotor shaft link 201 is attached to a rotor shaft. However, in some embodiments a reduced set of attachment means is applied. For example, if the rotor shaft link 201 is adapted to be screwed to a rotor shaft, a reduced set of screws or screw holes is used, as the rotor shaft link 201 is only required to carry the load of the rotor hub 106, but not of any rotor blade.

The second attachment structure 220 is attached to one of the blade bearings 202 of the rotor hub 106. Attaching the second attachment structure 220 to the blade bearing 202 is principally carried out before or after the rotor hub 106 is attached to the first attachment structure 212.

The rotor hub 106 with the second attachment structure 220 is arranged on the turning stand 210 such that the second attachment structure 220 and the straight frame section 216 are on opposite sides of the rotor hub 106. After the first and second attachment structures 212, 220 are attached to the rotor hub 106, a lifting device is attached to the second attachment structure 220. The lifting device is, for example, a crane with a crane hook adapted for attachment to the second attachment structure 220. Thereto, the second attachment structure 220 comprises, in the depicted embodiment, a lifting device attachment means 221 such as a loop for attachment to the crane hook. After attachment to the second attachment structure 220, the lifting device lifts the second attachment structure 220 and the rotor hub 106 with the turning stand 210.

Fig. 3B shows the rotor hub 106 with the turning stand 210 after the lifting device has lifted the second attachment structure 220 by a certain amount. While the turning stand 210 previously rested on ground on the support plane 213, the turning stand has started to roll off on the curved support surface section 215a of the curved support frame 214 due to lifting of the second attachment structure 220. Thus, while a part of the weight of the rotor hub 106 is carried by the lifting device, the remaining part of the weight is carried by the turning stand 210. The lifting device will continue lifting the second attachment structure 220 and the rotor hub 106 until the turning stand rests on its straight support surface section 216a of the straight frame section 216.
Fig. 3C shows the rotor hub 106 attached to the turning stand 210, with the turning stand 210 resting on the straight support surface section 216a. The angle of the straight support surface section 216a with respect to the prospective axis of rotation 203 of the rotor hub 106 corresponds to the tilt angle of the rotor shaft.

Depending on the position of the centre of gravity of the assembly of the turning stand 210 and the rotor hub 106 with respect to the straight support surface section 216a, the assembly remains stable in the shown position or tends to roll back to the initial position, if the lifting device is removed. Particularly, if the centre of gravity of the assembly is arranged perpendicularly over the area between the endings of the first and second straight support surface sections 216a, the assembly remains stable in the final position and does not roll back. If the centre of gravity of the assembly is arranged closer to the rotor shaft link 201 and the base frame 211, the assembly tends to roll back to rest on the base frame 211 and is required to remain supported by the lifting device to prevent such rolling back.

If the centre of gravity of the assembly is arranged closer to the nose cone 204, the assembly has a tendency to tilt over the transverse bar 219.

Fig. 3D shows the assembly of the rotor hub 106 and the turning stand 210 in the final position and with the auxiliary support frame 230 supporting the base frame 211. The auxiliary support frame 230 prevents rolling back of the assembly, particularly, if the centre of gravity is close to the base frame 211. The auxiliary support frame 230 is positioned under the base frame as described above with reference to Fig. 2B. In order to arrange the auxiliary support frame 230, the assembly is rolled off into the final position. Then, the auxiliary support frame 230 is placed under the base frame 211. After placement, the assembly is allowed to slightly roll back in order to allow the abutment structure 211a of the turning stand 210 to engage the upper surface at the top portion of the auxiliary support frame 230. In other embodiments, the assembly is rolled off and then lifted onto the auxiliary support frame 230. In these embodiments, the auxiliary support frame 230 may even remain on its position and does not need to be mobile.

In this orientation, the assembly may be stored until the rotor 106 is removed from the turning stand 210 for installation at the wind turbine or to be put to further use. As the
assembly is supported by the auxiliary support frame 230, the lifting device may be detached until it is needed again.

Fig. 3E shows the rotor hub 106 detached from the turning stand 210 with the rotor hub 106 being suspended from a lifting device via the second attachment structure 220. The rotor hub 106 is now lifted into a position for attachment to the rotor shaft of the wind turbine 102. While the prospective axis of rotation 203 now has the same angle with respect to ground as the axis of rotation of the rotor shaft, the rotor hub 106 may still require to be turned about its new vertical axis until the prospective axis of rotation 203 of the rotor hub 106 is oriented in parallel to the axis of rotation of the rotor shaft. The rotor hub 106 may then be brought into its installation position to allow attachment of the rotor hub 106 to the rotor shaft. In the installation position, the prospective axis of rotation 203 of the rotor hub 106 is aligned with the axis of rotation of the rotor shaft, in so far that deviations can be compensated during attachment of the rotor hub 106 to the rotor shaft.

The second attachment structure 220 is adapted to suspend the rotor hub 106 with the prospective axis of rotation 203 maintaining the angle with respect to ground corresponding to the tilt angle of the axis of rotation of the rotor shaft. In some embodiments, the lifting device attachment means 221 of the second attachment structure 220 is positioned, when attached to the rotor hub 106, such that a connecting line to the centre of gravity of the rotor hub 106 is angled with respect to an orthogonal line to the prospective axis of rotation 203 by the tilt angle of the rotor shaft with respect to ground. In some embodiments, the lifting device attachment means 221 is arranged non-relocatable in this position on the second attachment means. In other embodiments the lifting device attachment means 221 is adapted to be shifted in parallel to the prospective axis of rotation 203, particularly to adapt to different rotor hubs. As the angle of the prospective axis of rotation 203 is ultimately determined by the position of the lifting device attachment means 221, the arrangement of the straight support surface section 216a with respect to the prospective axis of rotation 203 particularly serves to avoid deflection of the rotor hub 106 immediately after detachment from the turning stand 210.

In some embodiments, the lifting device for rolling off the rotor hub 106 on the turning stand 210 is the same lifting device as for lifting the rotor hub 106 to the position for
attachment to the rotor shaft after detachment from the turning stand 210, in other
embodiments it is different. In these embodiments, a smaller lifting device, such as a small
crane or a fork lifter, rolls off the rotor hub 106, and a larger lifting device, such as a large
crane, lifts the rotor hub 106 to the attachment position.

While the invention has been described by reference to turning the rotor hub from a
transport position to a position oriented in preparation for attachment to a rotor shaft of a
wind turbine, the turning stand may also be used for rotating the rotor hub in a factory
whenever needed during manufacture, assembly, testing or other operations.

REFERENCE SIGNS

102 wind turbine
104 nacelle
106 rotor hub
108 wind turbine tower
110 rotor blades
201 rotor shaft link
202 blade bearing
203 prospective axis of rotation
204 nose cone
210 turning stand
211 base frame
211a abutment structure
211b diagonal bracing
212 first attachment structure
213 support plane
214 curved support frame
215 curved frame section
215a curved support surface section
216 straight frame section
216a straight support surface section
217 proximate section
218 distal section
219 transverse bar
220 second attachment structure
221 lifting device attachment means
230 auxiliary support frame
231 triangle beam
232 diagonal bracing
250 turning arrow
260 lifting arrow
CLAIMS

1. Turning stand for turning a rotor hub (106) from a position having its prospective axis of rotation (203) oriented vertically to a position having its prospective axis of rotation (203) oriented inclined or transversally to a vertical orientation, comprising:

- a base frame (211) having a support plane (213) and a first attachment structure (212) for attachment to a rotor shaft link (201) of the rotor hub (106), the first attachment structure (212) being arranged to be aligned to the prospective axis of rotation (203) of the rotor hub (106) and the support plane (213) being arranged to extend perpendicularly to the prospective axis of rotation (203) of the rotor hub (106);

- a curved support frame (214) comprising a curved frame section (215) and a straight frame section (216) having a curved support surface section (215a) and a straight support surface section (216a), respectively; and

- a second attachment structure (220) for attachment of a lifting device to the rotor hub (106);

wherein the straight frame section (216) with the straight support surface section (216a) is arranged to be lateral of the prospective axis of rotation (203) of the rotor hub (106) and the straight support surface section (216a) is oriented in a non-zero angle to the support plane (213);

the curved frame section (215) is connected between the base frame (211) and the straight frame section (216), such that the curved support surface section (215a) curves from the support plane (213) to the straight support surface section (216a); and

the second attachment structure (220) is adapted to be arranged laterally to the prospective axis of rotation (203) of the rotor hub (106) and is arranged on an opposite side of the position for the rotor hub (106) with respect to the straight frame section (216).

2. Turning stand according to claim 1, wherein the curved support surface section (215a) abuts flush with the support plane (213) and the straight support surface section (216a), respectively.

3. Turning stand according to any of the preceding claims, further comprising an abutment structure (211a) for an auxiliary support frame (230), the abutment structure
(211a) being arranged adjacent to an interface between the base frame (211) and the curved frame section (215).

4. Turning stand according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the second attachment structure (220) is adapted to engage a blade bearing (202) of the rotor hub (106).

5. Turning stand according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the curved support surface section (215a) has a quarter circular shape.

6. Turning stand according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the curved support frame (214) has a first curved support surface section (215a), a first straight support surface section (216a), a second curved support surface section (215a) and a second straight support surface section (216a);

the first and second curved support surface sections (215a) abut the first and second straight support surface sections (216a), respectively;

the first curved support surface section (215a) and the first straight support surface section (216a) extend in parallel to the second curved support surface section (215a) and the second straight support surface section (216a), respectively; and

the first curved support surface section (215a) and the first straight support surface section (216a) are spaced apart from the second curved support surface section (215a) and the second straight support surface section (216a), respectively.

7. Turning stand according to claim 6, wherein the first curved support surface section (215a) and the first straight support surface section (216a) are spaced apart from the second curved support surface section (215a) and the second straight support surface section (216a) by the width of a side of the base frame (211), from which side the curved support frame (214) extends.

8. Turning stand according to claim 6 or 7, wherein the first and second straight support surface sections (216a) are connected by a transverse bar.
9. Turning stand according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the second attachment structure (220) comprises a lifting device attachment means (221), which is adapted to be positioned, when attached to a rotor hub (106), such that a connecting line to the centre of gravity of the rotor hub (106) is angled with respect to an orthogonal line to the prospective axis of rotation (203) of the rotor hub (106) by less than 15°, preferably by 6°.

10. Turning stand according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the straight support surface section (216a) is oriented to the support plane (213) by an angle equal to the sum of the tilt angle and a right angle.

11. Method for turning a rotor hub from a position having its prospective axis of rotation (203) oriented vertically to a position having its prospective axis of rotation (203) oriented inclined or transversally to a vertical orientation, the method comprising:

- providing a rotor hub (106) in a turning stand (210) according to any of the claims 1 to 10 with a rotor shaft link (201) of the rotor hub (106) being attached to the first attachment structure (212), the turning stand (210) and the rotor hub (106) being in the transport position with the base frame (211) below the rotor hub (106);
  - attaching the second attachment structure (220) to the rotor hub (106);
  - attaching a lifting device to the second attachment structure (220); and
  - lifting the second attachment structure (220), thereby rolling off the rotor hub (106) on the curved support surface section (215a) until the prospective axis of rotation (203) of the rotor hub (106) is oriented inclined or transversally to a vertical orientation.

12. Method according to claim 11, comprising placing the rotor hub (106) on the turning stand (210), attaching the first attachment structure (212) to the rotor shaft link (201) of the rotor hub (106) and transporting the rotor hub (106) and the turning stand (210) to an erection site of a wind turbine.

13. Method according to any of the claims 11 or 12, further comprising, after rolling off the rotor hub (106) on the curved support surface, disposing an auxiliary support frame (230) under an abutment structure (211a) of the base frame (211) in order to prevent the turning stand (210) from rolling back.
14. Method according to any of the claims 11 to 13, further comprising detaching the rotor hub (106) from the base frame (211) and lifting the rotor hub (106) by means of the lifting device into an attachment position.

15. Method for erecting a wind turbine comprising turning a rotor hub according to any of the claims 11 to 14.
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